
cytotoxic T cells (15). We speculate that
intracellular targeting of WR4017/pMGB2
led to expression of CS antigen on the cell
surface in association with dass I MHC
molecules and the induction of a cell-medi-
ated immune response. This technique
should be useful for precise mapping of
critical T cell epitopes, and for construction
of vaccines against other diseases in which
cell-mediated immunity is important, such
as leprosy, leishmaniasis, schistosomiasis,
and infection with rickettsia or the human
immunodeficiency virus.
Mutants of S. tyhi have been used safely

in humans as oral vaccines and elicit cellular
immunity against S. typhi antigens (9, 16).
Preliminary data indicate that galE (Ty21A)
or aroA (541Ty) mutants of S. typhi, and S.
typhimurium strain WR4017, express P. fia-
caum antigens when transformed with
plasmids containing the P. falkparum CS
gene. Thus it may be possible to develop an
orally administered vaccine for the preven-
tion of malaria.

thickness to within 0.10 mm was determined with
Schnelltastr calipers by an observer blinded to
immunization group and tst antigen. Mice immu-
nized sc with WR4017/pMGB2 were not tested for
DTH.

25. We thank H. Sidbery, C. Life, M. Gross, J. Egan, D.
Gordon, I. Schneider, M. Dowier, U. Krzych, M.
Chulay, and A. Shaferman.
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Increased Attention Enhances Both
Behavioral and Neuronal Performance

HEDVA SPITZER,* ROBERT DESIMONE,t JEFFREY MORANt

Single cells were recorded from cortical area V4 of two rhesus monkeys (Macaca
mu#la) trined on a visual discimination task with two levels ofdifficulty. Behavioral
evidec indicated that the monkeys' discminative abilities improved when the task
was made more difficult. Correspondingly, neuronal responses to stimuli became
larger and more selective in the difficult taskl A control experiment demonstrated that
changes in general arousal could not account for the effects of task difficulty on
neuronal responses. It is concuded that increasing the amount of attention directed
toward a stimus can enhance the responsiveness and selectivity of the neurons that
process it.
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UR PERCEPTUAL SYSTEMS DO NOT
always work at their peak (1). As
an extreme example, perceptions

may seem to dull, then disappear, as we drift
off to sleep. Likewise, within the visual
system, neurons in the cerebral cortex of
sleeping cats give weakened sensory re-
sponses that do not distinguish among in-
coming stimuli as well as neuronal responses
in the awake animal (2). Moreover, neurons
in certain cortcal areas of awake monkeys
show different degrees of responsiveness,
depending on whether the monkey is idle,
engaged in a detection task, or engaged in a
discrimination task (3). It has not been clear
from these physiological studies, however,
whether neuronal responsiveness varies with
changes in state, level of arousal, the specific
task required of the animal, or the amount
of attention devoted to the stimuli. To test
specifically whether the amount of atten-
tion, or cognitive "effort," devoted to a
stimulus affects how it is coded within the
visual system, we studied the responses of
visual neurons to stimuli presented within
the same perceptual task at different levels of
difficulty.
Neurons were studied in area V4 within

the extastriate cortex of monkeys. Area V4
is an intermediate station along the pathway
from the primary visual cortex into the
temporal lobe, a pathway critically involved
in object recognition (4). It appears to be
the first cortical area along this pathway in
which neuronal responses are gated by spa-
tially directed selective attention. Previously,
it was found that when a monkcy attends to
a stimulus within the receptive field of a V4
neuron, the neuron's responses to nearby,

but ignored, stimuli within the receptive
field are greatly attenuated (5), possibly
explaining why unattended stimuli are not
normally perceived. Our goal in the present
study was to determine if even the neuronal
responses to attended stimuli are affected by
"how much" attention, or effort, is devoted
to them. To test dtis, we trained two rhesus
monkeys to maintain fixation on a small spot
and to discriminate the orientation or color
of a stimulus presented within the receptive
field of a neuron in V4. Every cell was tested
with stimuli presented within the context of
the same discrimination task at two levels of
difficulty.
The task used was a modified version of

matching-to-sample. While the monkey held
a bar and gazed at a fixation spot, a sample
stimulus appeared for 200 msec, and 400 to
600 msec later a test stimulus appeared for
200 msec at the same location (6). When the
test stimulus was identical to the preceding
sample (a "matching" trial), the animal was
rewarded with a drop of water if it released
the bar immediately; when the test stimulus
differed from the sample (a "nonmatching"
trial), the animal was rewarded only if it
delayed release for 700 msec. Half the trials
were matching and half nonmatching. The
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Fig. 1. Example of neuronal responses that were
stronger and more selective when the animal was
performing a difficult discrimination than when
performing an easy discrimination on the same
stimuli. (A) The stimuli were red bars varying in
oricntation. (B) The histograms show the neuro-
nal responses to a set of stimuli when each was
presented as the sample to be discriminated from
a subsequently presented test stimulus differing by
90° of orientation (easy) or 22.50 (difficult).
Responses were based on approximately 18 trials
each. The horizontal bars indicate the 200-msec
interval when the stimulus was on. (C) The
tuning curve shows the firing rates to the different
stimuli, averaged over a 300-msec interval begin-
ning 60 msec after stimulus onset.

A Fixation
1z

'',-
Ir

B

Difficult
discrimination
(22.5°)

Easy
discrimination
(900)

Fig. 2. Effects of task difficulty on all cells record-
ed in V4. (A) For each cell, the response to the
best stimulus in the difficult condition was divid-
ed by the response in the easy condition. A ratio
of 1.0 (dashed line) indicates that task difficulty
did not affect the response. Most cells showed
larger responses in the difficult condition (ra-
tios >1.0). (B) The tuning bandwidth in the
difficult condition was divided by the bandwidth
in the easy condition. Most cells showed narrower
bandwidths in the difficult condition (ra-
tios <1.0). Hatched bars indicate cells studied
with orientation as the relevant stimulus dimen-
sion, and shaded bars indicate cells studied with
color.

stimuli were small colored bars generated on
a computer display. Stimulus size and posi-
tion were optimized for each cell studied.
For some cells, all bars were of the same
color but varied in orientation, whereas for
other cells the reverse was true. On each trial
of an experimental session, the sample and
test bars were chosen from a list of four or
eight different orientations or colors (7),
and trials in a given condition were run until
each of the four or eight stimuli had been
presented as a sample at least 14 times. For
the cells tested with eight different stimuli, a
tuning curve was fit to the responses (Fig.
1C). The sample stimuli in the easy condi-
tion were identical to those in the difficult;
the two levels of task difficulty were deter-
mined by the nature ofthe nonmatching test
stimuli. In the easy condition, the non-
matching test stimuli differed from the sam-
ples by 900 oforientation or about 77 nm in
wavelength. In the difficult condition, the
nonmatching test stimuli varied from the
samples by only 22.50 or 19 nm. Some cells
were tested first in the easy condition, others
in the difficult, and a few cells were held
long enough to test in repeated conditions.
We focused our analyses on the neuronal
responses to the sample stimuli, since the
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c that the discriminability of the stimuli in-
60 Difficult creased (d' = 2.11 versus 1.7; x2 = 9.7,

<' C 40 ~ 9 \ P < 0.01), that is, the animals' internal rep-
' ! ,>,"" resentatons of the stimuli were better sepa-

Receptive Y 20 Easy rated, independent of the criterion used to
field CD discriminate them (9). We interpret both of

o . ... these results to mean that the animals devot-
O 45; 90n 135 ed more attention to the stimuli in the

difficult condition.
We recorded from 98 neurons and found

that 81% responded more strongly to the
optimal sample stimulus when it was pre-
sented in the difficult condition than when
the same stimulus was presented within the
easy condition (x2 = 18, P < 0.01) (10).
The median change in response in the diffi-
cult condition was an 18% increase (Figs. 1

I ~L kI 1li i and 2A). To determine whether this increase
.L~~~JJJJJJ ~~in responsiveness reflected onily an increase

in the "gain" of the sensory response or00 450 900 1350 whether it also reflected an improved selec-
tivity of the cells, we examined the tuning
curve bandwidths of the 42 cells tested with

0B bars at eight orientations and 14 cells tested
with eight colors (11). Overall, 77% of the
cells showed a narrowing of their band-

| |_|I widths in the difficult task (X2 = 7.5,
_ _ P < 0.01), indicating an improvement in

selctivity. The median orientation and col-
or bandwidths in the easy task were 810 and
59 nm, respectively, compared to 530 and

* l t l Si N 52nm in the difficult condition. The median> o O o o o o o changein bandwidth was a 20% decrease
se (difficulVeasy) Bandwidth (difficulVeasy) (Fig. 2B). Qualitatively similar but smaller

effects were found for responses to test
imulus presentation within a trial stimuli.
tical across the two conditions. We considered two possibilities to explain
data were accepted only for cor- the improvement in neuronal responses in
formed trials. the difficult condition. The first was general
erall performance of the animals in arousal, which might cause an improvement
nd difficult conditions was 93 and in the responsiveness of all the cells in V4.
ect, respectively, suggesting that The second was a restricted effect on only
ult condition was, indeed, more the cells whose receptive fields contained the
A difference in error rate alone, discriminanda, that is, the stimuli the animal
does not prove that the animals was attending. To decide between these
wrocessed the stimuli differently in possibilities, we tested 41 of the above cells
:onditions. To examine this ques- in another condition: the task stimuli were
iult nonmatching probe trials were placed outside of the receptive field of the
andomly on 6% of the trials with- recorded neuron, while irrelevant stimuli
sy task. The difficult probe trials were presented inside the receptive field. On
ormed with far more errors when any given trial, a single irrelevant stimulus
presented within the easy condi- was presented simultaneously with the rele-

6 correct) than when they were vant sample stimulus. Both were chosen
within the difficult condition from the same set of stimuli that were used

irrect) (8). The corresponding when the task stimuli were located inside the
trials were performed slightly bet- receptive field. Since no test stimulus was
easy condition (96% correct) than presented at the irrelevant location, the ani-
fcult condition (91% correct). A mal could not perform its task on the stimuli
ection analysis ofthese results indi- at that location. Neuronal responses to the
Lt in the difficult condition the unattended stimuli were measured when the
lopted a stricter internal criterion animal was performing the easy and difficult
uminatng matching from non- versions ofthe task in response to the stimu-
stimuli (likelihood ratio = 0.54 li outside the recorded neuron's receptive
U2; x2 = 48, P < 0.01) and also field (12). We reasoned that if the difficult
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task increased the responsiveness of all the
neurons in V4 because of arousal, then
responses to even the unattended stimuli
inside the receptive field should be enhanced
in the difficult condition. The results
showed that when the discriminanda were
placed outside the field of the recorded
neuron, the difficult task no longer caused
any overall enhancement of responses or
sharpening of tuning curves for the stimuli
located inside the field. In fact, there was a
slight but insignificant tendency in the op-
posite direction: the median change in re-
sponse in the difficult condition was a 7%
decrease, and the median change in band-
width was a 6% increase. These results are
inconsistent with the explanation of general
arousal.
Both our behavioral and neurophysiologi-

cal results indicate that increasing the
amount of effort needed to perform a per-
ceptual task can affect how information is
processed within the visual system. When an
animal is challenged by a difficult task, it
appears to "rise to the occasion" by concen-
trating its attention, two neural correlates of
which appear to be enhanced responses and
sharpened selectivity of the neurons that are
processing the stimuli. Because these neuro-
nal changes are specific to the neurons acti-
vated by attended stimuli within their recep-
tive field, the changes presumably result
from a different physiological mechanism

than the one that regulates the changes in
neuronal responsiveness that occur in condi-
tions of sleep and wakefiulness (2). Further-
more, although these changes are spatially
localized, their mechanism may also be dif-
ferent from that for spatial attention, since
spatial attention appears to cause suppres-
sion of responses to unattended stimuli in
V4 (5), whereas increased effort appears to
cause enhancement of responses and shar-
pened selectivity for attended stimuli.
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"I can't possibly see anyone at the moment."
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